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“We believe that safety,
success and well-being of
children, adolescents and
adults in behavioral
healthcare settings is a
fundamental human right
and the very foundation
of effective and
compassionate care.”

ABOUT

US

“Thank God for Devereux, a place where the kids feel at home and they help us
parents stay calm, knowing our children are, and feel, good. Thank you all very much.”
— Devereux Pennsylvania Parent, 2021

ABOUT DEVEREUX ADVANCED BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
Founded in 1912
As a leading nonprofit, all revenues beyond expenses are
reinvested in our programs and services.
Serve 25,000 children and adults in 13 states every year:
• Children with behavioral health needs and
trauma histories
• Lifespan services for people with autism
and/or intellectual and developmental
disabilities
Recognized national partner for individuals, families,
schools and communities:
• Autism
• Intellectual/developmental disabilities
• Specialty mental health
• Special education
• Foster care
• Unaccompanied migrant children
• CSEC
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CHANGE MANAGEMENT &
DEVEREUX’S CULTURE OF EXCELLENCE

SAFETY & QUALITY ACTIONS AND PROGRESS
SAFETY
LEADERSHIP
Formation of
leadership Risk
Management
Committee

SAFETY
INVESTMENTS
Multi-milliondollar investments
in safety-directed
facility upgrades
& video technology

2017

2016 – 2018,
80% of senior leadership
team naturally retires

NEW ERA OF
LEADERSHIP
Comprehensive
operational
restructure, from
decentralized to
an aligned model

ENHANCED
PROTOCOLS
Significantly
expanded and
enhanced incident
reporting protocols
and channels

2019

March 15, 2018,
Historic Reorganization Plan
adopted by Board of Trustees
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ENHANCED
STAFFING
Enhanced staffing
structures and
supervision
protocols for all
direct care staff

ENHANCED
SAFETY TRAINING
Revamped safety
and awareness
training for
Devereux staff

INCREASED
STAFF PAY
Increased starting
pay above market
rates to boost
recruitment and
retention levels

2018

January 1, 2018,
Carl E. Clark II
appointed
President & CEO

NATIONAL FAMILY
ADVISORY BOARD
Established
independent board
to provide peer
support, and insights
to improve safety

INDUSTRY SAFETY
LEADERSHIP
Leading industry
initiative to establish
quality safety and
security standards
through research and
collaboration

CHIEF RISK
OFFICER
Launched
national search to
secure industry
leader to serve
as Chief Risk
Officer

INDEPENDENT
REVIEWS
Comprehensive
and independent
reviews of all
safety practices
and protocols

2020

2021

CLINICAL & COMMUNITY IMPACT AT-A-GLANCE
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CLINICAL & COMMUNITY IMPACT AT-A-GLANCE
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CARING FOR THE MOST VULNERABLE
Mitigating the Long-Term Impacts of Trauma
Studies have shown that the higher a person’s ACE score (Adverse
Childhood Experiences), the higher the risks of long-term health and social
problems.

With an ACE score of 4 or higher, the long-term physical and psychological
impacts escalate significantly.
At Devereux, the average child enters our care with an ACE score of 4.7.
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DISRUPTIVE MOOD DYSREGULATION
DISORDER DIAGNOSIS
In fiscal year 2020-21, 43 percent of individuals entering our care
presented with disruptive mood dysregulation disorder, while 32 percent
presented with a major or other depressive disorder.
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SIGNIFICANT DECREASES IN MAJOR RISK EVENTS

50.88%
DECREASE IN MREs
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INCREASED SATISFACTION RATES
PA RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER

CONSISTENTLY
POSITIVE
SATISFACTION
RATES
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FIRESTORMS &
OTHER ACTS OF NATURE

SUCCESSFUL REGULATORY
AND EXTERNAL REVIEWS
Over the last 18 months, more than 700 reviewers and system
partners from Pennsylvania and Philadelphia DHS, CBH, as well as
best-in-class external surveyors and experts have conducted
announced and unannounced visits to our Pennsylvania campuses.

700+

Independent / Outside
Assessments of Quality
& Safety in Past 18 Months
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These exhaustive reviews included a top-to-bottom
review of our policies, procedures, hiring standards,
risk management oversight and physical plants.

Independent Findings / Outcomes

•

No regulatory citations

•

No license sanctions

•

No system-wide failures

•

Validated culture of transparency / accountability

ADVANCING THE ORGANIZATION
& THE INDUSTRY

01 | Culture of Caring
Grounded in our founding principles of compassion, care and
Servant Leadership, our culture helps ensure a continual
commitment to safety and quality for all of those in our care.

02 | Robust Policies & Procedures
Taking a holistic, system-based approach, we’ve made
making sweeping enhancements to all dimensions of
our operations to set the highest standards of safety,
quality and accountability.

03 | Enhanced Staffing, Training & Supervision
Supporting our model of care with comprehensive recruiting,
hiring, training and staffing protocols that help our thousands
of dedicated team members best support the individuals we
serve every day.

04 | Best-In-Class Safety Systems & Technologies
Investing in best-in-class technology, programs and facilities
to improve the safety of our physical spaces and mitigate risk
across the full spectrum of our care.

05 | Industry Collaboration & Accreditation
Working in close partnership with hundreds of families, educators,
policymakers, regulatory agencies and law enforcement groups,
our national network is dedicated to creating an even safer
environment for all.
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01
Culture
of Caring
“I love that I have the privilege of
working for an organization whose
culture supports fellow-minded
people who inspire each other to
work better.”
— Devereux Direct Care Team Member, 2021

01 | CULTURE OF CARING

OUR FAMILY STANDARD OF CARE
Our commitment to safety is grounded in our
touchstone principle of the Devereux Family
Standard of Care – which demands that, at all
times, our programs, practice settings, and
systems of care match the same high levels
of quality and compassion of those we would
choose for our own family members.

Nothing less is acceptable.
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01 | CULTURE OF CARING

MISSION

SERVANT LEADERSHIP

To change lives – by unlocking
and nurturing human potential
for people living with emotional,
behavioral, or cognitive differences.

Servant Leadership is recognized in the healthcare industry as
an effective cultural model that decentralizes and enhances
care accountability.

OUR CORE VALUES

.

• Compassion

• Dedication

• Knowledge

• Learning

• Collaboration

• Progress

Since our implementation of Servant Leadership principles, we have
experienced an 8 percent reduction in employee turnover and an
acceleration of safety programs and progress.
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01 | CULTURE OF CARING

COMMITMENT TO SERVANT LEADERSHIP
Supporting our culture of compassion is an organizationwide commitment to Servant Leadership – a philosophy,
set of values and practices that builds better
organizations and creates a more just and caring world.
Servant Leadership is recognized in the healthcare
industry as an effective cultural model that decentralizes
and enhances care accountability.
Adopted by many hospitals and health systems, it is
proven to forge a more patient-centric mindset, improve
employee and direct care staff personal development and
growth, and lead to a more compassionate environment
of mutual respect and personal accountability.
We are delighted to see and experience the impact of
Servant Leadership on safety and quality. A recent study
of Devereux centers shows through data points that our
centers that are the most progressed in adopting
Servant Leadership practices have the highest
number of positive discharges of individuals.

This positive cultural momentum is thrilling to see in
action and helps us chart tactical Servant Leadership
adoption plans for our other centers.
Since our implementation of Servant Leadership
principles, we have experienced an 8 percent reduction in
employee turnover, demonstrating the positive cultural
shifts produced and supporting a key employee data
point, which correlates directly to greater markers of
safety and quality.
This study was spearheaded by one of Devereux’s
doctoral interns, whose research was accepted
for a poster presentation at the American Psychological
Association’s conference in Chicago in August 2019.

.

“I love that I have the privilege of working for an
organization whose culture supports fellow-minded
people who inspire each other to work better.”
— Devereux Direct Care Team Member, 2021
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01 | CULTURE OF CARING
Devereux Family Bill of Rights
For more than a century, Devereux has held a core belief that each
individual served should be treated with the utmost care and
respect. Grounded in compassion, our approach provides sensitive and
flexible care that takes into account the developmental, psychological,
emotional, and social needs of children, adolescents, and their families.
We formalized this commitment by establishing The Devereux Family Bill
of Rights -- a standardized set of principles and practices that is now a
model for the industry.
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01 | CULTURE OF CARING

ALL FAMILIES AND LOVED ONES
IN OUR CARE
HAVE THE RIGHT TO:
Hold Devereux accountable to the promise of its
Family Standard
•

Be treated with dignity, respect, appreciation, and empathy

•

Receive services in treatment settings that foster positive family
relationships

Actively engage in their loved one’s care and treatment
•

Be recognized and valued for their expertise regarding their
loved one

•

Incorporate their own family values, culture, and preferences into the
treatment model

•

Participate meaningfully in treatment and planning team
meetings, evaluations, and feedback sessions

•

Receive resources, trainings, supports, and continuing education
regarding their loved one’s diagnoses and conditions

•

Be actively involved in the discharge planning process

•

Receive appropriate levels of care according to the needs of their loved
one

•

Receive timely and appropriate medical care and follow-up

Communicate openly and in the way that best meets the unique
needs of them and their loved one

•

Receive person-centered and strength-based care individualized to their
loved one’s needs

•

Be heard and supported regarding their views, opinions, and concerns

•

Receive equitable care – race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, ability,
gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, and age will not impact
quality of care

•

Have ongoing and frequent communication with their family member in
care, as well as their loved one’s staff and treatment team

•

Receive comprehensive information about diagnoses, medications,
individualized treatment options and plans, available programs, activities
and experiences, progress, and expected outcomes

•

Request an interpreter to facilitate full communication and understanding
in the family’s preferred language

•

Have their confidentiality and privacy protected

•

Have questions and grievances taken seriously, and addressed in
a safe and timely manner

01 | CULTURE OF CARING
FAMILY ADVISORY BOARD
We recognize that family is the first and foremost expert on their child,
sibling, or loved one. To formalize and expand the roles families play,
we established the Devereux Family Advisory Board.
•

All volunteer board of caring parents

•

Current and past family members

•

Foster parents and siblings

•

Other family connected members

•

Facilitates improved communication
pre-care, in-care, and post-care

BOARD COMPOSITION | 1/3 Parents

CULTURE OF CARING AWARD
The Culture of Caring Award, now in its 17th year, is presented to
a direct support professional at each center who goes above and
beyond, daily, to help the individuals we serve reach their full
potential.
Each award recipient receives a letter from our president and CEO,
a $500 check, and recognition from their center executive director
and staff.
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Our national Board of Trustees is required to ensure that 33 percent
of the board be comprised of Devereux family members.

02
Robust Policies
& Procedures
“I can't say it enough – you all form the MOST
amazing team, and we are incredibly thankful for all
of the ways you have loved my son these past 14 years.
He is a fundamentally different person because of you.
I hope you take deep joy and satisfaction, knowing
each one of you has played a real role in who he has
become today.”
— Devereux Pennsylvania Parent, 2021

02 | ROBUST POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

FOCUS ON RISK MITIGATION & MANAGEMENT
✓ Established a dedicated interdisciplinary Risk Management Committee
✓ Consistent focus on MREs, specifically allegations of abuse /neglect
✓ Established a new leadership role: chief safety and risk officer
✓ Enhanced incident reporting for individuals and care teams
✓ Enhanced incident investigation protocols
✓ Enhanced employment screening tools and protocols
✓ Enhanced reviews and evaluations for direct support professionals
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02 | ROBUST POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

SAFETY SUMMIT
Comprehensive 10-Year Incident Review

JANUARY 2021 – 10-YEAR INCIDENT REVIEW
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•

Key learnings of every incident over the last 10 years

•

Trending of key data points and themes

•

Systemic improvements and intervention points

•

Key action areas and steps in response to themes

02 | ROBUST POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

EXPANDED DISCLOSURE SUPPORTS
• Therapeutic disclosures

ENHANCED SYSTEM-WIDE INCIDENT
REPORTING AND RESPONSE PROTOCOLS

• Family member disclosures
• Anonymous disclosures
• New web link for family grievances
• Remote Quality Improvement oversight

• Observational visits
• Unannounced / overnight visits

ENHANCED DATA COLLECTION
Accurate, visible, consumable and actionable.
Any trends or spikes are elevated to leadership to
immediately address / correct in partnership with
operations and clinical staff
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Tracking and Reporting
More than

70 Incident
Categories

Across All Service Lines
and All Centers
.

02 | ROBUST POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
NEW SYSTEM-WIDE DATA TRACKING AND DASHBOARDS

SAFETY

RADAR

DASHBOARD

REAL-TIME DATA
Filtered by:
• State

• Center
• Incident
• Time periods

• Program area
• Trending information flags
issues ahead of time
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02 | ROBUST POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

50.88% Decrease
In Enterprise MREs

54.76% Decrease
In Behavioral Health MREs
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03
Enhanced
Staffing, Training
& Supervision
“Throughout the hiring process, every
effort is made to gain a complete picture
of each applicant and his or her ability
to do what we consider to be the most
important work in the world.”
— Devereux People Operations Leader, 2021

03 | ENHANCED STAFFING, TRAINING, SUPERVISION

PRE-EMPLOYMENT CLEARANCES
✓ Criminal history check
✓ FBI and motor vehicle records check
✓ Child abuse clearance check
✓ Medicaid Sanctions Screening
(OIG, SAM, State Exclusions)
✓ Fraud and Abuse Control Information Systems
(FACIS)
✓ E-Verify clearance
✓ Pre-employment physical and drug
screening test
✓ Three Reference Checks

MEETS / EXCEEDS CHECKS REQUIRED BY LAW
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In early 2020, we adopted the “Diana Screen” as a tool to evaluate
applicants’ ability and capacity to recognize sexual boundaries
between adults and children.

03 | ENHANCED STAFFING, TRAINING, SUPERVISION

50 hours of safety training upon hiring
Comprehensive evaluation after 90 days of employment,
and again after 12 months

ENHANCED MANDATORY SAFETY TRAINING
Signature training initiatives, including Essential Skills
for Behavioral Health Professionals, a skill-based learning
program for direct support professionals, teachers,
clinicians, nurses and their supervisors focused on
teaching positive behaviors, preventing and responding to
challenging behaviors.
40 hours of annual training
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality care
Regulations and quality
Abuse and neglect
Corporate compliance
CPR and first aid
Culture diversity
Documentation
Driver safety
Fire safety
Food safety and dietary
precautions
• LGBTQ rights
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• Positive care approaches
• Rights of individuals
in care
• Safe and appropriate interactions
• Safe physical management
of individuals
• Sexual harassment
• Supervision
• The family perspective
• Trauma-informed care
• Workplace safety

03 | ENHANCED STAFFING, TRAINING, SUPERVISION

DIRECT CARE PROFESSIONAL | COMPENSATION INITIATIVE
In the past two years, we have made significant strides
in Direct Support Professional (DSP) pay.
• 2018: $12.50 per hour

• Today: $17.17 per hour
Annually, this represents $4900 per employee, an
increase of over 20%

• Short-term goal (fiscal year 2021):
Move starting DSP pay at least

$1 per hour above market midpoint
• Longer-term goal: Push starting DSP pay

$2 per hour above market
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03 | ENHANCED STAFFING, TRAINING, SUPERVISION

DIRECT CARE RETENTION SPECIALISTS
ESTABLISHED IN 2017

• Serve as mentors and coaches for new, as well
as seasoned, direct care staff
• Act as an extension of the onboarding process
and supervisor role
• This is an “out-of-ratio” and unfunded position,
but necessary to ensure quality, consistent
staffing
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STAFFING PROGRESS AND MOMENTUM
From 2018 to 2021, we have seen retention rates increase,
while turnover and vacancy rates have decreased.

Vacancy Rate – The percentage of vacant staff positions
against the total number of positions available:

Rolling Retention – The number of employees who are still
employed that were employed on the same date one year ago:

*(Began tracking vacancy rate in 2019)

Annual Turnover – The percentage of employees who termed
employment within the year:
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04
Best-in-Class
Safety Systems &
Technologies
“If our son couldn’t be at Devereux, he wasn’t going
anywhere! Let us tell you why. The Devereux team –
local, regional, and national – operates at a standard
of excellence few others can rival. Devereux is
progressive in its approach to preventative measures,
and is forward-leading in areas of training, teaching
and staff development, both personally and
professionally.”
— Devereux Parent, 2021

04 | BEST-IN-CLASS SAFETY SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES

Over the past three years, we have invested more than
$50 million in safety-directed facility improvements and
video technologies.
• 5,000+ cameras across all centers
• 110,000 hours of daily video footage captured
• Enhanced low light, zooming and compression features
• Centralized and secure video management

• Granular permission sets to manage access right
• Industry-leading method for reviewing and evaluating
video footage
• Detailed analysis and investigation of reported incidents
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✓ Permits real-time
monitoring of care
✓ Assists in assessing
cause and scope of
incidents

✓ Assists in developing
corrective actions

04 | BEST-IN-CLASS SAFETY SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES

• RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (RFID)
• BLUETOOTH INTERVAL CHECK-IN

• Transmitters embedded in rooms and common areas
• Identifies those individuals assigned to each room
• Requires timed check-ins to assure proximity
• Sends notices to managers when observations are
not recorded within the expected intervals

REAL-TIME OBSERVATIONS & OVERSITE
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“I believe this is, as you say, high end and innovative. This is really top of the line. I
know a lot of our larger facilities are all looking at how to leverage technology to keep
children safe. Some of the language that Devereux used today I had not heard, and I
would say Devereux is ahead of the curve.”
— Jon Rubin, Deputy Secretary, Pennsylvania Dept. of Human Services Office of Children Youth and Families
In response to President and CEO Carl Clark’s September testimony to the Pennsylvania Health and Human Services Committee, 2021

04 | BEST-IN-CLASS SAFETY SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES

FACILITIES UPGRADES / CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
OUR SAFETY-LED INVESTMENTS

Traditional level of
non-reimbursed
capital investments in
Behavioral Health
sector

Capital Projects

Facility and residential
center upgrades, repairs,
maintenance
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05
Industry
Collaboration
& Accreditation
“Thank you for all your support you
gave Samantha.
Thank you for watching out for our
baby during the hardest decision
we’ve ever had to make.”
— Devereux parent, 2021

05 | INDUSTRY COLLABORATION AND ACCREDIDATION

RIGOROUS INDEPENDENT INSPECTIONS
AND ACCREDITATIONS

Rigorous and continuous reviews are a cornerstone
of our safety and quality approach.
We partner closely with a broad network of state and
county regulatory authorities, licensing agencies,
industry experts and consultants.
Beyond our own stringent standards, we meet or
exceed hundreds of specific federal standards and
state licensure benchmarks.
• More than 100 annual audits and reviews
• 100+ quality and safety standards and
benchmarks
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05 | INDUSTRY COLLABORATION AND ACCREDIDATION

Our connections and collaborations with organizations
throughout the industry are far-reaching and
fundamental to our safety quality.

• Leading mental and behavioral healthcare agencies
and associations
• State departments of health and human services
• Quality accreditation and licensing organizations
• Child safety and welfare agencies and associations
• Parent associations and coalitions
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